Introduction {#sec1-1}
============

It is well-known that increased glycolysis is dominant in most malignancies; thus fludeoxyglucose-positron emission tomography (FDG-PET) is of great value in tumor imaging. However, FDG is not applicable in prostate cancer (PCA) diagnosis because glucose metabolism in these tumors tends to be low. However, in selected cases such as tumors with a high Gleason score, ^18^F-FDG-PET can be applied in prostate cancer diagnosis.\[[@ref1][@ref2]\]

Imaging of tumor lipid metabolism has been introduced clinically as an alternative choice, since prostate is characterized by high levels of phospholipid metabolites. Two possible factors contribute to increased choline-uptake. The first is the increased cell proliferation in tumors because choline is a precursor for the biosynthesis of phosphatidylcholine and other phospholipids, the major components of the cell membrane. The second factor is the overproduction of choline kinase in cancer cells compared with normal ones, which was experimentally confirmed in human-derived prostate cancer.\[[@ref3][@ref4][@ref5]\]

Owing to the short half-life of ^11^C, the use of ^11^C-labeled choline is restricted in centers equipped with cyclotrons on the site, so ^18^F labeled choline (fluoroethylcholine \[FECH\]) is a favorable choice in PCA diagnosis, which show superiority over ^11^C labeled choline first because of the longer half-life of F-18 (more convenient for a long time storage and long distance transportation). Secondly, the shorter positron range of F-18 provides a slightly higher quality of image and higher spatial resolution.\[[@ref6][@ref7]\]

The diagnostic importance of radionuclide labeled choline had been illustrated in numerous studies including both primary and recurrent tumors, however with multiple shortcomings mainly because of unspecific choline uptake in disorders not related with prostate cancer such as benign prostatic hyperplasia (BPH) and inflammatory changes.\[[@ref8]\] A sensitivity of about 60% and specificity of about 70% have been reported in 2 studies including a total of 67 patients.\[[@ref8][@ref9][@ref10]\] In clinical practice, the visual evaluation of PET finding in addition to the semi quantitative parameters (standardized uptake value \[SUV\]) are the main criteria in the delineation of tumor focus. Indeed the uptake observed in static imaging is the sum of multiple succeeding mini processes, which possibly can be assessed by kinetic analysis through a sophisticated program depending on mathematical relations. The resulting model represents the molecular interactions that occur at the cellular level when chemical bonds are reformed into new compounds, enabling thus to understand the tracer distribution in tumor tissue and normal tissue as well. In addition, the applied therapy may be better monitored using this kinetic analysis.\[[@ref11]\]

The choline uptake consists of a set of reaction pathways, rate coefficients for each reaction pathway and reverse rate coefficients. The dynamic PET against static PET may demonstrate these kinetic parameters after choosing the appropriate kinetic model, offering thus the best methodology to understand the uptake mechanism for various clinical and research applications. For example, the knowledge of these elementary reactions can be applied in differentiation between the different types of tissue, which share a choline affinity. In the same context, choline uptake in hyperplastic prostate tissue and other inflammatory disorders including chronic and acute prostatitis had been reported, which in turn decreases the specificity of choline PET for detection and accurate identification of cancer foci within the prostate.\[[@ref8]\] That may emphasize the potential role of kinetic analysis in increasing the specificity of PET finding.

In view of useful conclusions of many studies performed by Strauss *et al*. concerning the kinetic modeling of FDG,\[[@ref12]\] we were encouraged to study the kinetic modeling of choline in a wide variety of prostate cancer manifestations (primary and recurrent tumors), aiming primarily to highlight the benefit of kinetic analysis of dynamic FECH in demarcating the tumor focus within the prostate gland and to know whether it contributes in increasing the specificity of PET findings or adds further information guiding to the presence of the tumor.

In addition, we assessed the choline kinetic in different recurrence manifestations including lymph node recurrence (LN-R), local recurrence (LR) and bone involvement, aiming to demonstrate a possible relationship of kinetic features with tumor sites. This hypothesis is based on the facts that each tracer has a characteristic in kinetic activity in tumor tissue, which may show a variation in relation to aggression grade and surrounding circumstances including the anatomical locations.

In this topic, it is to be mentioned that the first trail to study kinetic of ^11^C labeled choline was by Sutinen *et al*. 2003\[[@ref13]\] and less is known regarding the kinetic of FECH in patients with PCA.

Materials and Methods {#sec1-2}
=====================

Patients {#sec2-1}
--------

Sixty four patients were encompassed in this study. These patients were categorized into two subgroups:

Those with primary prostate cancer, referred for staging purposes (*n* = 19), the mean age was 66 ± 12 years (range 47-87 years). Mean prostate specific antigen (PSA) value was 18 ± 11 ng/ml (range 6-40). PSA value was not available in 5 patients. Gleason score was available just in ten patients and ranges between 6 and 9.Those with biochemical failure after potentially curative therapy and were referred for restaging purposes (*n* = 45), the median age 69 (range 56-84). Gleason score ranges between 5 and 9 and was not available in 10 patients.

Patients in the second group (biochemical failure) had a history of a variety of initial therapy (radical prostatectomy, radiotherapy, high-intensity focused ultrasound, etc.) \[[Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}\].

###### 

Characteristics of patients with recurrent diseases

![](WJNM-12-101-g001)

The recurrences were distributed as follows: Regional LN-R *n* = 16 (6 pararectal, 4 iliac and 6 inguinal), LR n = 20 and bone recurrence n = 9 (3 sacrum, 2 acetabulum, 2 ilium and 2 pubis). (Recurrence outside pelvis was excluded from kinetic analysis because the dynamic acquisition was required for this analysis) \[[Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}\].

![The dynamic acquisition in the three recurrence types selected for kinetic analysis (a). Bone involvement (b). Lymph node involvement (c). Local recurrence. The upper rows represent the first frame of dynamic phase (radioactivity in arteries); the lower rows represent the end of dynamic phase (note the radioactivity in bladder and ureter); the middle rows represent the mid-dynamic phase](WJNM-12-101-g002){#F1}

Approximately 50% of all findings were validated through follow-up or by correlation with other available radiological findings. The histological confirmation was available in two findings. The remaining findings were typical.

After transmission scans, a mean dose of 300 MBq (range 250-350 MBq) of \[F18\] ethylcholine was injected intravenously as a bolus. A dynamic emission acquisition (dPET) in list mode using a 20-frame each 30 s over the prostate region was started simultaneously, followed at 1 h post-injection (p.i) by a static whole body imaging (from head to the proximal femur).

Starting with a dynamic study in both patient groups was of benefit to investigate the prostate bed and the pelvis region before the entrance of radioactive urine in the bladder and ureters, which in turn may complicate the finding assessment \[[Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}\].

![A 77-year-old prostate cancer-patient was referred due to prostate-specific antigen relapse. (a) Axial planes of ^18^F-fluoroethylcholine-positron emission tomography/computed tomography (^18^F-FECH-PET/CT) fused image and pure PET respectively in the early dynamic phase show a suspected choline uptake in the dorsal bladder wall suggestive for a local recurrence (LR) (notice the radioactivity in the femoral arteries). (b) Axial planes of ^18^F-FECH-PET/CT fused image and pure PET respectively in the middle dynamic phase still show the suspected LR (activity decline in the femoral arteries). (c) Contrast-enhanced pelvis CT shows the upper described suspected LR with contrast enhancement. (d) Static image of ^18^F-FECH-PET (axial plane) failed to demonstrated the described LR, since it was superimposed by the radioactivity in the bladder, showing thus the importance of dynamic phase in detecting the LR](WJNM-12-101-g003){#F2}

The acquired data was corrected for dead time, decay and measured photon attenuation. Static images were reconstructed using the ordered subset-expectation maximation algorithm using four iterations with eight subsets and Gauss filtering to an in-plane spatial resolution of 5 mm at full-width half-maximum.

The benefit of accompanied computed tomography (CT) in both dynamic and static study was emphasized not only in attenuation correction but also in anatomical matching of abnormal uptake.

The reconstructed images were converted to SUV images. The mean and maximum SUV 55-60 min post-injection was used for the analysis of uptake in static imaging.

The evaluation of the dPET data was performed with the software package PMOD (PMOD Technologies Ltd., Zürich, Switzerland) using PMOD kinetic modeling tool.

Although a two-tissue compartment model is the standard methodology for the quantification of dynamic ^18^F-FDG PET studies, there is no experience in applying this model in the quantification of dynamic ^18^F-FECH-PET/CT in patients with prostate cancer. However, in the light of choline track illustrated in \[[Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}\], the two-compartment model was supposed to be an appropriate candidate to describe FECH kinetic and for this reason it was selected.

![Compartment model in the light of choline metabolism](WJNM-12-101-g004){#F3}

In this model, we assume the physiological tissue is combined of two homogeneous mixed interacting compartments; and the resulting parameter K1 indicates for the choline transport into cells, whereas K3 indicates for trapping of transported choline through choline kinase mediated phosphorylation and subsequent accumulation of phosphocholine, which in turn acts as substrate of further enzymatic steps leading to phosphatidylcholine biosynthesis.

The absence of accurate measurement of the input function, which theoretically requires arterial blood sampling, was a technical problem we faced. However, the input function can be retrieved from the image data with good accuracy. Hence the input curve was created through a volume of interest (VOI) consisting from many region of interest (ROIs) (mostly 5) located over an arterial vessel. In general, the common iliac artery was selected for this purpose.

For tissue time activity curves (TAC), a VOI consisting of many ROIs was drawn at the last frame over target tissue as follows:

In patients with primary PCA: A VOI was placed over the tumor focus within the prostate gland; another VOI was placed over the adjacent normal tissue. For accurate drawing over the target area, it was sometimes necessary to make fusion imaging with CT, taking advantage from its anatomical guiding \[[Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}\].

![(a) ^18^F-fluoroethylcholine-positron emission tomography/computed tomography fused image (axial plane) show the volume of interest drawing over tumor focus and adjuvant normal tissue within prostate gland with corresponding time activity curves and input curve (b). (c) Acquisition point at the beginning of dynamic phase (radioactivity in the arteries) (c1, c2) coronal and axial planes at the end of the dynamic phase show a tumor focus in the right prostatic lobe. (d) Fused image (axial plane) in the static imaging (1 h post-injection) shows the tumor focus in the right prostatic lobe corresponding thereby with the dynamic phase](WJNM-12-101-g005){#F4}

Likewise, in patients with recurrences (LN-R, LR and bone involvement) a VOI was placed over the recurrence focus for tumor tissue TAC, in addition to VOIs over iliac arteries for input curve. For reference tissue in both patients groups another VOI was placed in the gluteal muscle.

Procedures done to achieve the highest anatomical correlation {#sec2-2}
-------------------------------------------------------------

After data import, the reconstructed dynamic acquisition was revised and analyzed in several displays (transaxial, sagittal and coronal) as well as in several time points (frame by frame), tumor focus was defined as a hot spot mostly at the last frame (10 min p.i.). VOIs in a dynamic phase were placed over the hot spot in accordance with static findings (reviewing of static imaging was essential before dynamic analysis) \[[Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}\].

After VOIs configuration, we added the SUV value retrieved from the static images 1 h p.i. in order to interpolate the kinetic activity within the whole hour as follows:

For the late value of tumor tissue TAC (primary or recurrence), we entered SUVmean obtained from static imaging by placing VOI over the tumor focus.The late value of input curve (suggested to be equal to the blood pool value) was obtained manually by placing a VOI over the heart or big central vessels (on average 1 SUV).For the late value of reference tissue TAC (muscle), we entered SUVmean obtained from static imaging by placing VOI over the gluteal muscle (on average 0.5).

All these SUVs were entered in the kinetic analysis using (Add additional time) option in PMOD program. The main purpose from adding these late values was to demonstrate the metabolite process occurring during 1 h and not only in the first 10 min. (as discussed later 10 min dynamic study is not sufficient to encompass the whole metabolic process).

After entering the late values, kinetic model configuration and kinetic model fitting we obtained the following parameters with unit 1/min for each rate constants: K1, K2 assumed to represent the transport into and out of the cells respectively; and K3, K4 which are supposed to represent phosphorylation and dephosphorylation of labeled choline respectively. In addition, we calculated the global influx of ^18^F-FECH from the compartment data using the formula: Influx = (K1 × K3)/(K2 + K3).

After entering the cells, choline can be either metabolized by choline kinase or can be washed out of the cells by back transport until equilibrium is reached. Due to the shortness of the dynamic measurement, this equilibrium cannot be achieved; therefore K2 is not absolutely reliable. Chi-square was the indicator, we considered to validate the kinetic analysis (equal or less than 10 was designated as validation value).

In addition to the compartment analysis, a non-compartment model was used to calculate the fractal dimension (FD). The aim of the model was to calculate the FD of the time-activity data. The FD is a parameter to assess the heterogeneity of the tracer kinetics and was calculated for each VOI using the time-activity data. The values of the FD vary from 0 to 2 showing the more deterministic or chaotic distribution of the tracer activity via time in a local volume defined by a VOI. No input function is needed for the FD model.\[[@ref12]\]

Parametric images were further retrieved from dPET. Images of the slope and the intercept of the time-activity data have been calculated using the PMOD software using pixel-wise modeling tool. Parametric images of the slope reflect the trapping of ^18^F-FECH thus K3, whereas the parametric images of the intercept reflects the distribution volume of ^18^F-FECH thus K1. The parametric images were evaluated visually.

Statistical analysis {#sec2-3}
--------------------

Mean, median and standard deviation were the main statistical methods. The comparison between data had been performed using static graphic program software package on a personal computer (Intel^®^ Pentium^®^ Processor T4200 (2.0 GHz, 800 MHz FSB) NVIDIA GeForce G 105M up to 1791 MB TurboCache) running with Windows Vista Home Premium. Descriptive statistics and box plots were used for the analysis of the data. *P* \< 0.05 was considered to be statistically significant.

Results {#sec1-3}
=======

The tumor foci showed mostly besides the enhanced ^18^F-FECH uptake an increased phosphorylation rate and volume of distribution in the parametric images \[[Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}\].

![A 64-year-old prostate cancer-patient was referred to our department with prostate-specific antigen (PSA) relapse after radical prostatectomy (PSA serum level 11.5 ng/ml) (a, a1). Baseline ^18^F-fluoroethylcholine-positron emission tomography (^18^F-FECH-PET) and corresponding computed tomography (CT) (axial plane) demonstrates decent increased uptake in an enlarged lymph node (LN) pararectal (maximum standardized uptake value \[SUVmax\] 2.3). (b, b1). Follow-up ^18^F-FECH-PET and corresponding CT (axial plane), 6 months later exhibits an increasing in both volume and uptake (SUVmax 9.9), confirming thus a LN metastasis as cause of PSA relapse. Parametric images intercept image (c), slope image (c1), intercept/slope fusion (c2) showing an increased phosphorylation rate and volume of distribution in the upper demonstrated LN metastasis](WJNM-12-101-g006){#F5}

Kinetic analysis in primary prostate tumor: (Tumor tissue vs. adjuvant tumor tissue) {#sec2-4}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The descriptive statistics of all evaluated parameters including the SUVs, transport constant K1 and rate constants (K2 − K4), as well as the FD of the ^18^F-FECH kinetics in malignant and benign tissues are presented in Tables [2](#T2){ref-type="table"} and [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

Descriptive statistics for all malignant tissues

![](WJNM-12-101-g007)

###### 

Descriptive statistics for all normal tissues

![](WJNM-12-101-g008)

The data show increased mean values for all parameters in tumor tissue. The t-test revealed a significant difference of the mean values for K1, K3, FD, SUV and global influx (*P* \< 0.05) \[[Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}\].

![Comparison between tumor and normal tissue in the values of (a) K3 and (b) Influx respectively, the statistic is summarized as box plot](WJNM-12-101-g009){#F6}

Although the median value for the both K1 and K3 appear to be higher for malignant tissue compared with normal tissue, the overlap of the extreme values for both group was noticeable, likewise in the FD.

Kinetic parameters in recurrent PCA {#sec2-5}
-----------------------------------

The mean value and standard deviation of kinetic and static parameters including the SUVs, rate constants (K1 − K4), Influx as well as the FD of the ^18^F-FECH kinetics in various recurrence types are presented in \[[Table 4](#T4){ref-type="table"}\]. The kinetic results counting K1, K3, influx in addition to FD and SUV value in 16 patients with lymph node (LN) metastases (4 iliac, 6 pararectal and 6 inguinal) have the following median and range values 0.74 (range 0.07-0.99), 0.11 (range 0.01-0.95), 0.16 (range 0.02-0.52), 1.09 (range 0.7-1.21) and 5.5 (range 5-9), respectively (Chi-squared values of more than 10 were excluded from statistical analysis).

###### 

Descriptive statistics for patients with recurrent tumors

![](WJNM-12-101-g010)

In patients with LR (N. 20), The kinetic parameters K1, K3, influx besides FD and SUV have the following median and range values 0.54 (range 0.24-0.99), 0.13 (range 0.02-0.89), 0.13 (range 0.05-0.45), 1.12 (range 1.03-1.26) and 5.20 (range 2.7-16), respectively.

By contrast, in patients with bone involvement (*n* = 9), the kinetic parameters K1, K3, influx besides FD and SUV have the following median and range values 0.77 (range 0.14-0.99), 0.12 (range 0.001-0.99), 0.12 (range 0.01-0.68), 1.14 (range 0.83-1.29) and 4.7 (range 2.3-9), respectively. They were distributed as follows: 3 sacrum, 2 ilium, 2 pubis, 1 acetabulum and 1 in ischium.

Statically, in comparison between kinetic parameters in all clinical manifestations bone metastasis (OSS), local recurrence (LR), lymph node recurrence (LN-R), there is no significant difference in all kinetic parameters (K1, K3, influx and FD) as well as in SUV (*P* \> 0.1).

SUV versus kinetic parameters in all tumor manifestation including (primary tumor, LR, LN-R and OSS) {#sec2-6}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The ^18^F-FECH-uptake 1 h p.i. is supposed to be determined by choline transport into a tumor cell and the subsequent choline phosphorylation. That suggests presence of association between SUV (static acquisition) and kinetic parameters (dynamic acquisition). In relation SUV with K1, we found a moderate but significant correlation (*r*: 0.28, *P* = 0.023). By contrast, there was no correlation between SUV and K3 (*r*: −0.08, *P* = 0.79) \[[Figure 7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}\].

![The relationship of SUV with K1 and K3 respectively, presented in scatter plot. (a) SUVmean vs. K1 (*r*: 0.28*P*= 0.023). (b) SUV mean vs. K3 (*r*: −0.08*P*= 0.79)](WJNM-12-101-g011){#F7}

Accordingly, SUV is more related with the extent of choline transport represented by K1than with choline metabolism represented by K3.

Gleason score in relation with kinetic parameters and SUV {#sec2-7}
---------------------------------------------------------

In all tumor manifestations, there were no correlation between GS and kinetic parameters.

In details: GS versus K3 (*r*: 0.25, *P* = 0.13), GS versus K1 (*r*: 0.25, *P* = 0.14) and GS versus FD (*r*: 0.06, *P* = 0.74).

As well as, there was a poor correlation between GS and SUV (*r*: 0.13, *P* = 0.55).

Discussion {#sec1-4}
==========

High specific detection of prostate cancer within the prostate gland using imaging modality is of increasing value, considering the growing concern to perform a guided focal therapy.

Of course, the biopsy is still the main procedure to confirm the tumor. However, owing to the likelihood of false negative, a fraction of patients are referred to surgery in spite of negative biopsy. That emphasizes the importance of a high specific diagnostic method.

The normal prostate gland is characterized by "aerobic glycolysis" since the Krebs cycle and consequently oxidative phosphorylation is inhibited. In prostate cancer, citrate metabolism is shifted to citrate oxidation in the Krebs cycle. So, prostate cancer tissue demonstrates decreased levels of citrate and increased levels of choline.\[[@ref8][@ref14]\]

These metabolic characteristics of prostate cancer play a role in prostate cancer imaging, such as in magnetic resonance imaging-spectroscopy, here a strong magnetic field is used to get metabolic information.

Elastography application from ultrasound may be useful in the correct detecting of PCA within the prostate gland. A study by Salomon *et al*. described good results of elastography in this topic.\[[@ref15]\]

In nuclear medicine, ^18^F-FDG PET/CT is the most commonly used tumor imaging technique. However, it is well-established that prostate tumor utilizes the fatty acids and choline while glucose utilization and thus FDG-uptake is minimal. The role of ^18^F-FDG PET is limited, unless in PCA with high Gleason score. Effert *et al*. even found that ^18^F-FDG PET could not differentiate prostate cancer from benign prostate hyperplasia.\[[@ref16][@ref17]\]

As mentioned earlier, the prominent metabolic process in PCA that may be utilized for imaging purposes is the overexpression of fatty acid synthesis and overexpression of choline kinase. Choline kinase phosphorylates free choline to phosphocholine, which is the initial step of choline metabolism and then in many steps eventually forms phosphatidylcholine, the major constituent of the cell membrane.\[[@ref8]\]

PET with radiolabeled choline either labeled with ^18^F or ^11^C has been found to be most useful in prostate cancer. ^18^F-FECH-PET/CT demonstrated superiority over ^11^C labeled choline first due to the longer half-life of F18 (more convenient for a long time storage and long distance transportation), second due to the shorter positron range of F18, providing a slightly higher quality of image with higher spatial resolution.\[[@ref6][@ref7]\]

Choline uptake from hyperplastic prostate tissue and other inflammatory disorders including chronic and acute prostatitis had been reported. That decreases specificity of choline PET for detection and accurate identification of cancer foci within the prostate.\[[@ref8]\]

Depending on histopathologic findings, a sensitivity of about 60% and specificity of about 70% have been reported in 2 studies including a total of 67 patients.\[[@ref8][@ref9][@ref10]\]

The first event of choline accumulation in tumor cells is transport across the membrane by various transporters. Since choline is a polar molecule, uptake by passive diffusion is low. There are 3 known choline transport systems in human cells classified functionally as low affinity, high affinity and intermediate affinity.\[[@ref8][@ref18]\]

The difference in choline uptake in tumor tissue versus normal tissue can be best explained by the varying activation of previously mentioned transport systems, second by increased micro vessel density (MVD). Since K1 represents tracer transport into the cells, it is not surprising that a significant difference in K1 exists in tumor tissue compared with normal tissues. As mentioned earlier, prostate tumor is characterized with overexpression of choline kinase. That may explain the significant difference in K3 in tumor tissue compared with normal tissue since K3 is a kinetic parameter supposed to represent choline metabolism.

Choline uptake usually plateaus within 10-20 min after injection.\[[@ref8][@ref19]\] Experimental studies have indicated that a large fraction of intracellular choline still presents as non-metabolized choline.\[[@ref8][@ref20]\]

This fact suggests that choline transport and not the phosphorylation is the key factor for choline uptake, which reaches the peak 10-20 min after injection, validating thus our results in discovering that SUV is more correlated with K1 than with K3 (results).

Concerning the contribution of choline kinase in the choline uptake Henriksen *et al*.\[[@ref21]\] found in their *in vitro* experiments on human prostate cancer cells that the signal obtained by imaging early after injection mainly reflects the transport. Thus, K3, as a valid quantification of choline kinase activity, needs imaging at later time points. That had also been confirmed using a choline derivative (^18^F-dehydroxycholine), which cannot be phosphorylated by choline kinase. It was shown that this derivate uptake was similar to choline at early time points (10 min after injection). At later time points, however, uptake of choline was significantly higher than ^18^F-dehydroxycholine, indicating that phosphorylation by choline kinase increases intracellular trapping of choline and choline kinase activity can affect the *in vivo* PET-signal.

For this reason, we tried to assess the kinetic activity of choline during 1 h instead of 10 min (dynamic period), in order to demonstrate the role of choline kinase, which occurs in delay and thus to make the parameters more reliable.

Although it is difficult to distinguish between the contribution of choline transport and choline metabolizm in choline uptake, it is obvious that, choline transport is dominant in the first minutes, whereas choline kinase gets involved in internalization mostly in the later time period.

A study by Iorio *et al*. found a significant increase in choline kinase to 12-24 fold higher values in comparison to non-tumor cells and tried via nuclear magnetic resonance to distinguish between transport and phosphorylation. They demonstrated that at short incubation time, (5 min) radiolabeled internalization was largely dependent on the choline transport while at longer incubation times (\>20 min) choline phosphorylation became the dominant step in cellular enrichment.\[[@ref22]\]

The same observation was demonstrated with our data when taking into account only the first 10 min of the dynamic study. As a result, we found the predominance of K1 in tumor tissue. By contrast, taking into account the late value 1 h p.i. both, K1 and K3, were significantly increased in tumor tissue. Therefore, the kinetic analysis of choline taking also into account the static value of 1 h p.i. provides a more reliable model about choline kinetics which may add some validation to the static PET findings. However, it may be of more value to compare the kinetic activity in PCA with that of other findings suggested to cause false positive findings in ^18^F-FECH-PET/CT (e.g. inflammation, BPH).

FD is another non-compartmental approach that can be added to the previous mentioned parameters in characterizing the tumor tissue. As demonstrated in our results the FD in tumor tissue differs significantly from normal tissue (*P* \< 0.001). Moreover, this approach has the main advantage that no input function is needed and it appears to be less related with operator-experience.

In addition to choline transport, K1 is supposed to be further determined by angiogenesis and MVD. It is know that tumor angiogenesis is the main trigger factor in prostate cancer whether in the primary tumor or in recurrent tumor and has been shown in several studies to be associated with tumor aggression.

Angiogenesis can be assessed by counting the microvessels within a tumor focus, which is based on immunohistochemical assays applied to histologic sections which contain a sufficient amount of tumor tissue.\[[@ref23]\] This microvessel count was considered as another pathological approach except for GS to predict the tumor aggression. This technique might also help to identify patients with a high likelihood for developing metastases and to select them to undergo more aggressive adjuvant therapy. Wakui *et al*. found that blood capillary density ratio was significantly higher in prostate carcinomas that developed bone marrow metastases.\[[@ref24]\]

Gleason score was not confirmed to be correlated with microvessel density, so tumor angiogenesis and tumor-cell proliferation are regulated by different mechanisms.\[[@ref25]\]

In multivariate analysis Weidner *et al*. showed that microvessel count added significantly more information than GS in predicting the risk of metastasis.\[[@ref23]\]

Theoretically, the angiogenesis may be estimated to some extent using the kinetic analysis, taking into account that K1 reflects also the nuclide availability through angiogenesis. Under this suggestion, we might predict the tumor aggression and select the patients with a high likelihood to develop metastasis to undergo aggressive therapy. However, in our patients there was no long follow-up to prove this hypothesis. This correlation between K1 and the incidence of metastases requires further long-term studies.

In the related context, the parametric images are methods for feature extraction based on dedicated algorithms and they enable to visualize the single perfusion contribution of choline uptake. Intercept images are supposed to reflect the perfusion-dependent part of ^18^F-FECH-uptake (K1), whereas the second type (slope) is assumed to reflect the extent of phosphorylation rate (K3). These images can be easily calculated and do not need any input data.

Using intercept images, we can estimate the amount of microvessels in the primary tumor, thus predicting the aggression of tumor. In recurrence as well, it can be estimated to which extent the metastases are perfused, which may play a role in selecting further therapy.

By looking at the kinetic parameters in different types of recurrences, including LR, LN-R and bone involvement, we found that the kinetic activity of choline did not turn out to be related with tumor site in evidence of similarity in resulting parameters. Given to the lack of difference of FD between all recurrence manifestations, we suggest that the radiopharmacon distributes similarly in different tumors sites.

In an attempt to show the relation between GS and K3, which is supposed to represent choline kinase, we found a poor correlation between GS and K3 (r = 0.25; *P* = 0.13). In the same topic, Bhakoo *et al*. reported similar results and found that choline kinase activity and phosphocholine levels were generally not well correlated with proliferation rates.\[[@ref26][@ref27]\]

Likewise, Gleason score does not correlate with SUV (r = 0.13; *P* = 0.55) matching with the *in vivo* study performed by Breeuwsma *et al*. who found that choline uptake does not correlate with cell proliferation in human prostate cancer.\[[@ref4]\]

Ultimately, after developing new radio immunotherapy for prostate cancer the kinetic analysis of FECH could be of major advantage in early prediction of therapy response mimicking thereby the confirmed role of kinetic analysis of dFDG. That could be a main topic of future research.

Conclusion {#sec1-5}
==========

The kinetic analysis of dynamic ^18^F-FECH provides a novel method in prostate cancer diagnosis and could be of potential value in the delineation of tumor foci. This may in turn grant further characterization of tumor focus other than SUV value retrieved from static image.

The kinetic of choline doesn't vary with tumor location, taking into account the homogeneity in the kinetic parameters found in comparison between different recurrence-types counting LR, LN involvement and bone involvement.
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